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Check Our Recent Interview
Guest: Debbie DeGroff
Topic: YouTube Dangers

News From Around PA
Allentown’s Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center is a plaintiff in a lawsuit challenging President Trump’s executive order that banned anti-American race theory from being taught during federal diversity training. The ban includes federal contractors.

The PA Commission on LGBT Affairs recently held a Facebook Live event to discuss their next moves to force Pennsylvanians to celebrate the LGBTQ lifestyle.

Recently the pro-homosexual Human Rights Campaign came out with their Municipality Equality Index. Here are PA cities they evaluated: Allentown 100%; Carlisle 86%; Erie 80%; Harrisburg 69%; New Hope 89%; Philadelphia 100%; Pittsburgh 100%; Reading 91%; State College 100%; Wilkes Barre 90%. Some criteria: LGBTQ nondiscrimination laws, benefits for LGBTQ employees, access to the restroom of your choice, etc.

State Rep Frank Ryan (101st LD) is suing Governor Wolf for election fraud. He states, “The flawed processes associated with mail-in balloting, pre-canvassing, and canvassing have so undermined the election that only the in-person Election Day results have any semblance of validity.”

News From National Scene
Joe Biden and Kamala Harris named Neera Tanden, head of the liberal think tank Center for American Progress, as Director of the Office of Management and Budget. Two lesbians: Karine Jean-Pierre and Pili Tobar were also named. Jean-Pierre as Deputy Press Secretary and Tobar to be Communications Director for the White House.

In Los Angeles, a billboard drawing attention to the harms of transgender “medical” practices was up for a day and a half before it was taken down! It was the second billboard placed near a Kaiser hospital, where “transgender surgeries” occur regularly. It brought attention to the book by Abigail Shrier, Irreversible Damage: The Transgender Craze Seducing Our Daughters.

US Senator Ben Sasse is demanding the website Pornhub be investigated, following a report that it is “infested with rape videos.” It has 3.5 billion visits a month!

US Supreme Court struck down California Governor Gavin Newsom’s ban on indoor worship services. This follows the May decision in which Chief Justice John Roberts sided with the liberal judges in upholding Newsom’s shutdown order.

Parents in Dallas, Oregon, a town of about 15,000, had appealed to the US Supreme Court a 9th Circuit Court decision upholding the school district’s policy allowing “transgender students” to use the restroom and locker room of their choice. The Supreme Court refused to take the case.
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